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Bruno Lage started his coaching career in 1997 
working with the youth players of his hometown 
club, Vitoria de Setubal. He subsequently 
worked as either youth coach or assistant 
coach at a number of clubs, including Sheffield 
Wednesday, Swansea City, Shabab Al-Ahli and 
Benfica B before taking the head coach role at 
Benfica in 2019.

He led Benfica to the Primeira Liga title in 
January 2019, equalling the club’s 55-year-old 
league scoring record of 103 goals along the way. 
He was also voted the league’s best coach that 
season and saw the club achieve a 5–0 win over 
Sporting to lift the Super Cup at the beginning 
of the next campaign.

In June 2021, Lage was appointed manager of 
Premier League side Wolverhampton Wanderers 
and has been praised for his role in keeping the 
team in the top half of the league table.

Bruno Lage produced the session in this issue 
in conjunction with his coaching staff Luis 
Nascimento, Alexandre Silva, Carlos Cachada, 
Tony Roberts, Jhony Conceicao and Diogo 
Camacho.
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“This session is about building 
up play from the goalkeeper 
and the centre backs and it 
is intended to develop and 
improve circulation and  
decision making”

SESSION 

BUILD-UP PLAY
This session is about building up play 
from the goalkeeper and the centre 
backs and it is intended to develop and 
improve circulation and decision making 
on the pitch. What we want to see is the 
centre backs making the best decisions 
for the circumstances and improving the 
connection between the different units.

We chose this session because it is 
important for our offensive organisation 
and build-up play to have the initiative 
in games.

We run this type of session every 15 
days, always at the beginning of the 
week, especially on MD-3 when we use 
big spaces and big numbers.
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We set up a playing area of 44x34 yards, split into  
a 16-yard centre zone and two 14-yard end zones,  
as shown in the below diagram. 

We’re using 19 outfield players, split into a red 
pressing team of six, a blue possession team of six, 
five yellows who support the possession team and 
two greens floaters who play for the team trying to 
recover the ball. The yellows start with one player in 
each corner of the playing area representing centre 

BALL POSSESSION

[1a]

BRUNO LAGE
BUILD-UP PLAY

backs and one yellow midfielder in the centre zone. 
The reds and blues go up against each other in a 4v4 
in the centre zone and there is also one red, one blue 
and one green in each of the end zones.

The coach plays a ball into one of the yellow centre 
backs to start the practice. The aim is to utilise the 
3v2 overload of the yellows and the blues and pass 
the ball around with one-touch and play through 
the centre zone, where the blues and the yellow 

Area:  
Up to three quarters  
of pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, cones,  
2 full size goals
Number of Players:  
20 players + 2 goalkeepers

Session time:  
Ball possession: 12mins
Playing through the zones: 
24mins
Offensive organisation: 
24mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 
The coach starts play by passing to 
one of the yellow centre backs, who 
builds up play from the back

The yellows 
combine 
with the blue 
possession 
team to play 
forwards 
whenever 
possible 

The aim is 
to pass to a 
yellow at the 
opposite end. 
The blues and 
the yellows 
must try to 
continually 
transfer the 
ball from one 
end to the 
other and back 
without losing 
possession
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“The possession team must try to continually transfer the ball from one 
end to the other and back without losing possession”

[1b]

BRUNO LAGE 
BUILD-UP PLAY

midfielder (who is on two touches) combine to create 
a 5v4 overload. The aim is to play forwards whenever 
possible and find a yellow player at the opposite end 
to pass to, as shown [1a]. 

The possession team must try to continually 
transfer the ball from one end to the other and 
back again, without losing possession. If the team in 
possession gives the ball away and it is regained by a 
green floater, the green plays without restrictions until 

a pass can be made to either a red player or a yellow 
centre back, as shown [1b]. The red team now become 
the team in possession and the practice continues 
with the same aims and overloads in each zone. 

We play for blocks of between four minutes and 
12 minutes. The intention is to develop the ball 
movement between defenders, in particular the centre 
backs, as these have an important role to play in 
achieving the type of game we want.

After reaching the 
end, the blues and 
the yellows work 
the ball back in the 
opposite direction

If the blue 
possession 
team gives the 
ball away and 
it is won by a 
green floater, 
the green must 
pass to either 
a red player 
or a yellow 
centre back

The reds now become the team in 
possession and the practice continues with 
the same aims and overloads in each zone, 
with the reds combining with the yellows
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BRUNO LAGE 
BUILD-UP PLAY

PLAYING THROUGH THE ZONES

[2a]

We set up a playing area of 65x44 yards split into two 
20-yard end zones and a 25-yard centre zone. We 
position a full size goal and a goalkeeper at each end.

We’re using 17 outfield players split into two teams 
of eight plus goalkeepers and one neutral midfielder, 
who is positioned in the central zone and who plays 
for the team in possession. Each team is made up of 
two defenders, three midfielders and three forwards, 
playing in a 2-3-3 formation. 

Play starts from the goalkeeper, who initiates the 
build-up through the centre backs. When out of 
possession two of the opposition team’s forwards 

must retreat into the central zone, allowing the 
possession team’s two centre backs to enjoy a 2v1 
overload as they play out of the end zone and move 
the ball into and through the middle zone. 

If a centre back steps forward into the middle zone, 
they must be replaced in the defensive end zone by 
the possession team’s nearest midfield player, as 
shown [2a]. 

Two of the forwards for the team in possession 
can choose to drop into the middle zone to create 
a 6v5 overload (including the neutral player) and 
receive between the defensive lines. The aim is to 

Play starts from the goalkeeper, 
who initiates the build-up 
through the centre backs

If a centre back 
steps into the 
middle zone, 
they must be 
replaced in 
the defensive 
end zone by 
the possession 
team’s nearest 
midfield player

When out of 
possession 
two of the 
opposition 
forwards must 
start in the 
central zone, 
allowing the 
possession 
team’s centre 
backs to enjoy 
a 2v1 overload 
as they play 
out of the end 
zone

Two of the 
forwards for 
the team in 
possession can 
drop into the 
middle zone 
to create a 
6v5 overload 
(including the 
neutral player) 
and receive 
between the 
defensive lines

The aim is to play 
through and beyond the 
final defensive line and 
produce a finish
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“When the opposing team wins the ball, in transition the team 
losing possession must recover to their initial shape”

[2b]

BRUNO LAGE 
BUILD-UP PLAY

play through and beyond the final defensive line and 
produce a finish on goal.

If the possession team scores or if the ball goes out 
of play, the opposition goalkeeper restarts play with 
a pass out to the centre backs and the game works in 
the opposite direction in the same way, as shown [2b]. 

When the opposing team wins the ball, in transition 
the team losing possession must recover to their 
initial shape, meaning that the players that changed 
zones must return to their starting zones.

We play for blocks of between six minutes and 12 
minutes each.

If the possession team scores or if the ball 
goes out of play, the opposition keeper restarts 
play with a pass out to the centre backs and 
play continues in the other direction

When out of 
possession 
two of the 
opposition 
forwards 
retreat into the 
central zone, 
allowing the 
centre backs to 
play out from 
the back Here the 

yellow neutral 
gives the 
possession 
team an 
overload in 
midfield
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OFFENSIVE ORGANISATION

[3a]

BRUNO LAGE 
BUILD-UP PLAY

We set up a playing area on half a pitch plus 30 yards 
and we position a full size goal and a goalkeeper at 
each end. The halfway line is still used to separate the 
two unequal parts of the playing area and a yellow 
line sets the initial position of the out-of-possession 
team’s defenders. 

We’re using 20 outfield players split into two teams 
of 11 including goalkeepers. The blue team starts in 
possession and is set up in a 4-4-2 formation, with 

the two centre backs and two midfielders in their 
own half and the full backs, the wingers and the two 
forwards in the opposition’s half. The red team is also 
set up in a 4-4-2 formation with the defensive line 
and the midfield line in their own half and the two 
forwards in the opponent’s half. 

The practice starts from the blue team’s goalkeeper, 
who can use the two blue centre backs and the two 
blue central midfield players to create a 4v2 overload 

Play starts from the blue team’s keeper, who 
can use the two centre backs and the two 
central midfield players to create a 4v2 overload 
situation in the build-up from the back

The blue team 
aims to play 
through and 
between the 
two defensive 
lines of four 
that the red 
team have 
positioned 
between 
the halfway 
line and the 
yellow line

The blues 
combine and 
play beyond 
the yellow line 
for runners to 
create chances 
and score goals
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[3b]

BRUNO LAGE 
BUILD-UP PLAY

situation in the build-up from the back. The blue team 
aims to play through and between the two defensive 
lines of four that the red team have positioned 
between the halfway line and the yellow line. The aim 
for the blues is to combine and play beyond the yellow 
line for runners to create chances and score a goal, as 
shown [3a].

If the blue possession team gives the ball away 
when attacking, then the red team looks to break 

forwards quickly in transition. Once the red team gets 
over the halfway line, one blue midfield player or full 
back can recover to support the two centre backs 
to defend against four red attackers, creating a 4v3 
overload situation in favour of the reds, as shown [3b]. 
In transition the red team counter-attack and they aim 
to score a goal as quickly as possible.

We play for blocks of between six minutes and 12 
minutes each.

“In transition the red team counter-attack and they aim  
to score a goal as quickly as possible

If the blue 
possession 
team gives the 
ball away when 
attacking, 
then the red 
team looks to 
break forwards 
quickly in 
transition

Once the red team gets over the halfway 
line, one blue midfield player or full back 
can recover to support the two centre 
backs to defend against four red attackers
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